SISTERHOOD OF THE PLANETARY WATER RITES NEWSLETTER
May – 2010

Leah Dorion, Métis ( Women and the Water)

Dear Water Sisters and Brothers:
This month has been very busy with the World Wide Water Blessing Day being on May18th. I am wondering if you all
know just how incredible and strong our Sisterhood is? Just reading the letters expressing yourselves and the roles that
you are coordinating for your life’s journey and dedication to our Earth Mother is astounding. I continue to grow in pride!
You all are creating a most beautiful entity …… we are creating a new life here….and it is powerful and most needed.
Message from Archangel Michael:

You all have experienced some of the momentous transformations that have taken
place among the masses and have also observed or have been affected by the
accelerated Earth changes which have occurred and are continuing on a regular
basis. Most of you who have consciously made an effort to reclaim your Divinity,
via whatever means you were/are attracted to, are among this group. You agreed
to be the examples and to do everything within your power to ease the way for
others by becoming sentinels of Light, wayshowers and World Servers.

By asking for the greatest good for all humanity, the Earth and all Creation, this Elixir of Life
is activated by your loving intention and is breathed out into the vast Light receptacles
within the great pyramid. (*as we create are blessed waters, we are gifting the elixirs for
others through-out the Earth)
*a note from Grandmother Whitedeer
************************************************************

Message from the Grandmothers
The Grandmothers ask that you join them under the full moon this Thursday, 27th of May….they sit with The Clan
Mother Listening Woman who brings in a black candle for her blessing way. They ask that you remember your
jar of clean sparkling water to be kept under this most gracious of Moons. They say that they

will bring a much needed message to each of you. An answer that you have been seeking for a long while will be
given. They are proud of the Sisterhood and the many prayers and blessings that were sent up this past week.
The will speak of the coming of more changes upon our Earth. They are saying that we cannot have too many
Circles….of all kinds…encourage the children to participate when it is appropriate or to develop their own Circle.
The Grandmothers know your deepest hopes, fears, and are with you in your dream-time visions. They say to
always listen with your heart, for there is where the truth waits to be heard. They will see you under the brilliant
loving light of this Full Moon…..AHO
******************************************************************************************
*QUILTS---After looking at the beautiful quilts of Carol Bridges it must have tweaked the quilters of our Sisterhood as a few have
made suggestions that we create our own. Earlene Gleisner (a most avid quilter) suggests that we each take a part in
making a quilt from the Sisterhood with the theme coming from our hearts about our feelings of water.
“Perhaps a better idea would be for us to each construct a 12 to 13 inch square of what water means to us
and do it in water colors then put it together and raffle it. The cost would be closer to $100 for a single
bed quilt or one person wrap and could be carried around easier for sales.”
Let us know what you think….I think it is a great idea.

**************************************************************************************************
*Our sweet sister Louise from Bend, Oregon is offering a teleconference:
My Dear Friends, I am finally ready to take the leap of faith and give my first free teleseminar on
LET - LOVE- LIVE

9 Keys to Having An Invisible Relationship
FREE Teleseminar Hosted by Coach Louise Rouse
Join me for a revealing 3-Part Teleseminar Series
Tuesday, May 25 - Wednesday, May 26, and Thursday, May 27, 2010
5pm Pacific, 8pm Eastern
Learn how to embody your grief in a healthy and conscious way.
http://americasgriefcoach.com/LetLoveLiveTeleseminar.html

The Charter and the Statement of Purpose for The Sisterhood of the Planetary Water
Rites is almost completed and ready to add to the web site…..we still need a few more
people for input and votes ….we have approximately 75 members and only 10 positive
votes. Could you please have your input in by June 1st? Thanking you in advance!
*************************************************************************
Speaking of web sites…..have you checked it out lately? We have added a few more Bios thanks to Susan Gold.
Keep the bios and pictures coming in! Susan is also working on the Reflection Pool page…we have some beautiful
poetry posted there. We need more on this note also. Steve Andersen our web master is doing such a wonderful
job I am hoping somehow to make his job a lot easier by learning web design and take some of the constant action
updates from his assignments. There has been a suggestion on a few new pages. One is the addition of Book
Suggestions; would you like to see this? Another is a page for personal comments. At one point I hope to have a
Blog set up for us but that is later down the line.

Thank you all for making us a success, this is your Organization, let us hear
from you….Many Water Blessings, All Ways, Grandmother T. Whitedeer

